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To alluvhom it may concern:
time the earth settles around the pipe,
Beit known that I, RoBERT A. RYRIE, of short
(where
lower strata are soft, by its own
the city of Camden and State of New Jersey, action,) the
and
forms a joint, both air and Water
have invented a new and useful Improve

above the stratum from which I draw
ment in the Construction and Operation of tight,
the Water.
Bored Wells, which improvement is fully set
this process I am enabled to ascertain
forth in the following specification and ac theBycharacter
of the earth through which I
companying drawings; in which-amboring,
and
to determine when I' have
Figure l is a sectional view of a well in reached a water-bearingstratum
such as I re
process of being bored. Fig. 2 is a view of quire, and I am able to use a larger
and more
the permanent pipe with the strainer at open strainer and a lighter and less expensive
tached
to it, and Fig. 3 a cross-section of pipe than I could in a driven well, and I ob
the strainer.
tain the same connection between the pump
The object of my invention is to bore a and
water-bearing stratum as is obtained
Well and line it with temporary tubing while in thethedriven
well.
in process of being bored, and to furnish it My strainer consists of a cage of perpen
With a permanent pipe, hermetically sealed dicularrods, E E, extending at the top into
above the stratum from which the water is
connected with the pipe, and covered
drawn, and provided with a strainer which and
With a cylinder of wire-gauze, F, which is at
will admit a full supply of Water and will not tached to the cage by soldering or otherwise.
choke. To that end Istake a tube or pipe, This strainer may be of the same size as the
A, ofsufficiently large inside diameter, and, pipe, or may be as much larger as can bein
standing it perpendicularly upon the ground, serted
the tubing, and, being inserted
I apply pressure to it. I then place within it into thewithin
well
without
force, canbe constructed
an auger, B, of any form proper for boring as Ihave described, giving
the largestamount ,
earth, and just large enough to clear the in of free gauze space for the admission
Water,
side of the tube. Continuing the pressure and the least obstruction by the solidofmetal
of
upon the tube, I bore out and take away the the cage, and with the further advantage that,
earth from within and under it, and by rea the spaces of unsupported gauze being very
son of the pressure the tube descends as the large, there will be in them, from the recoil of
earth is removed by the auger within it. the Water at each stroke of the pump, an
The earth upon which the walls of the tube elastic motion, which will throw off such par
rest, being loosened by the auger, and hav. ticles of sand or other obstruction as Would
ing no support from within, falls in, and is otherwise collect upon it.
lifted out by the auger, the tube acting as a I claim as my invention
support to the sides of the opening, where, 1. The method of constructing Wells by
from the nature of the ground, such support boring the earth from the inside of a larger
is necessary; and this operation is continued sized tube, sinking the tube upon the excava
until the necessary depth is reached, using a tion thus made, inserting a smaller perma
sand-bucket when occasion requires.
nent pipe, furnished with a strainer, within
When I' have reached a proper supply of the
tube, and then removing the outer tube,
Water I insert the permanent pipe C, fur substantially
as herein described.
V
nished at the bottom with the strainef D, 2. In combination with the permanenti pipe
which I shall hereafter describe; and when, of a bored Well, the strainer consisting of the

by the proper use of the sand-pump, I have cage of rods covered with gauze, constructed
sufficiently cleared the passages, I draw out substantially as and for the purpose described.
the tube, leaving the permanent pipe in posi
tion, and Ithen pump water mixed with earth
ROBERTA. RYRIE.
down
the
opening
left
by
the
tube
and
fill
it
Witnesses:
up.
SAML.P. HANsoN,
I have found by experience that in a very
F. H. ELDRIDGE.

